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What are you doing? /Are you doing anything this evening? (Answers will vary.)

Oh, why?/ Why are you going there/doing that?    (Answers will vary.)

What time is he coming/will he arrive?                (Answers will vary.)

Can you please help/Would you please help me with this heavy bag?/ 

Would you mind helping me carry my bag?        (Answers will vary.)

Hello, Kamal. I hope you’ll be better soon./I’m sorry you’re  ill.   (Answers will vary.)

Yes, I can come to dinner (tomorrow). What time do you want me to 

come?/Thanks, I’d love to come.       (Answers will vary.)

You should have been more careful./That’s OK. It was old anyway./ That’s 

OK, but would you mind buying a new one?    (Answers will vary.)
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a

c

Columbus/He discovered America in 1492.

They/Historians found (small pieces of) tobacco (in Egyptian tombs).

Tobacco was (first) brought to Egypt about 1600. / Tobacco was not brought  
        to Egypt until about 1600.

b
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The English travelers were crossing not only deserts, but also jungles.

The film was so interesting that I want to see it again.

While I was walking to school, I met my friend./I met my friend while I was 

walking to school.

Samia went to the market so that she could buy vegetables.

Salma heard the phone and looked up.

Ahmed is used to getting good marks.

Mona is ill. She must/should/has to take her medicine.

Sami is fond of playing football at the club.

My mother goes shopping every week. She 
buys only a little meat at the butcher’s. 
She buys lots of fruit and vegetables at 
the greengrocer’s. She gets bread at the 
baker’s, but she never buys cakes. Mum 
likes to bake her own cakes. Mum goes to 
the grocer’s to buy milk, eggs, cheese and 
other things we need.  (Answers will vary.)
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They were very big, more than 3 metres tall.

To guide travelers on their way to the journey to the centre of the Earth.

By picking a hole in the rock using Hans’s pickaxe and then filling it 

up with gunpowder.

They lost everything they owned. All that was left were some biscuits 

and a small piece of meat.

someone had tried to carve 

his name on a stone.

the heat.


